BEST OF POLAND
June 15 - 25, 2023
*Flights will depart US on 6/15 to start tour on 6/16

EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS

✓ 9 nights' accommodations in memorable, centrally located hotels
✓ The services of Entourage Expedition & Hartland Chamber of Commerce Hosts before & throughout the tour.
✓ English speaking guides & local experts who will make the fascinating history, art, and culture of Poland come
alive for you
✓ All group transportation within Poland
✓ Breakfast Daily, 1 Lunch, 2 Dinners
✓ Entrance fees to all the main attractions on the itinerary
✓ Special evening at a Chopin concert
DAY 1 | KRAKOW
Arrive in Krakow on June 16th and begin with a walking tour of Krakow’s Old Town with the Main Market Square
with magnificent houses and palaces. Visit includes the main sites of Kraków: the Main Market Square, with its’
historical monuments, numerous cafes, sound of bugle calls from Basilica Mariacka and music played by street
performers. Later we will transfer to the hotel to check-in and rest.

DAY 2 | KRAKOW - WIELICZKA SALT MINE
Today tour Krakow's Historic Centre. A morning visit to the Wawel Castle – the monument of Polish history and
culture including:. The Gothic Cathedral and The Royal Castle.
Afternoon head to WIELICZKA SALT MINE – on the UNESCO HERITAGE LIST since 1978. Spread over nine levels,
it has 300 km of galleries with works of art, altars, and statues sculpted in the salt, making a fascinating
pilgrimage into the past.

DAY 3 | ZAKOPANE
Arrival to Zakopane, a mountain resort nestled at the foot of the Tatra mountains and boasting of breathtaking
views of Poland's only alpine peaks. Zakopane is popular thanks to its splendid natural scenery, a rich folk culture
and the charming wooden architecture.

DAY 4 | AUSCHWITZ-BIRKENAU
Auschwitz-Birkenau : German Nazi Concentration and Extermination Camp
(1940-1945) – on the UNESCO HERITAGE LIST since 1979 the fortified walls, barbed wire,
platforms, barracks, gallows, gas chambers and cremation ovens show the conditions within which the Nazi
genocide took place in the former concentration and extermination camp of Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest in
the Third Reich.

DAY 5 | CZESTOCHOWA - WARSAW
In the morning drive to Częstochowa to visit Poland’s national shrine and the icon which has drawn pilgrims from
across the globe for centuries.The monastery of Jasna Góra is home to the miraculous “Black Madonna”, a Gothic
painting of Our Lady, which after Rome, Lourdes and Mecca makes Częstochowa one of the most important
pilgrimage destinations in the world today. Our visit to the monastery includes the Miraculous Picture Chapel and
the Basilica. Enjoy an evening Chopin concert.

DAY 6 | WARSAW
Visit of Warsaw : tour of the Old Town; charming labyrinth of alleys bordering with churches,
Gothic polychrome frontage residences, St. John’s Cathedral, the Market Square. Visit of the Royal Castle- since
1595 the royal residence, then the seat of the Polish president, after the reconstruction became the museum and
the scene of the gala receptions. Next drive along the Royal Route – the most representative thoroughfare in the
city, linking the Royal Castle with palaces in Łazienki and Wilanów.

DAY 7 | TORUN
In the morning drive to Torun. Visit of Torun including the Old Town with The Nicolaus Copernicus’ House and
The Living Museum of Gingerbread.
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DAY 8 | MALBORK - GDANSK
In the morning drive to Malbork. Visit to the castle.
Malbork- the biggest medieval castle in Europe [registered on the UNESCO World Heritage List]. The
stronghold consists of a group of 13th - 15th century Gothic fortified edifices. Now as a museum, it
contains a gallery of medieval sculpture, collection of 15th - 17th century weapons &collection of amber.

DAY 9 | GDANSK - SOPOT
Visit of the Old Town Gdansk is lined up with richly ornamented old merchant houses including the
Gothic town hall housing the Historical Museum of Gdansk and the Artus Court -the heart of cultural
and commercial life in the old Gdansk.
That afternoon we drive to Sopot - the most famous spa and seaside resort known for fantastic Art
Nouveau eclectic villas from the 19th and 20th century. One of the Sopot`s attractions is the longest
wooden pier.

DAY 10 | GDANSK DEPARTURE TO USA
Depart from Gdansk, Poland.

$3,298
PER PERSON*
*BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY.
SINGLE SUPPLEMENT: +$590
AIRFARE NOT INCLUDED.
GROUP AIRFARE TO BE RELEASED
FALL 2022

A TRAVEL EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER!
Get stuck into Polish comfort food and all the other highlights on
this expedition, showcasing the best of Poland. Explore Warsaw's
proud history, the enduring beauty of Krakow, step foot on the
hallowed ground in Auschwitz-Birkenau and experience the glow of
Gdansk, all while discovering the resilience of the Polish people.
Full Covid-19 Vaccination is required for this Expedition.

262-293-4424
info@entourageexpeditions.com

TERMS AND CONDITIONS | RESPONSIBILITY
Copyright 2021 Regalis Group LLC. $3298 early-bird pricing is only valid for deposited bookings made by 12/20/2021. Rates will increase after this date to $3498 per person. This trip is operated by various companies including
Entourage Expedtions and it's selected partners. All rights reserved including revision of pricing errors. Travelers must agree to Regalis Group LLC Terms & Conditions at time of booking. Itinerary presented is a sample and not
a guarantee of events. Triple occupancy only available in designated triple room category. Photos used with permission (Photo Credits: Interac Poland). It may be necessary, due to circumstances beyond our control, to amend the
program. Force Majeure, altered flight times, road blocks, detours or acts of God may also cause delays. We reserve the right to make any relevant changes deemed necessary. Travel insurance highly recommended for this Best
of Poland Expedition. A $500 non-refundable deposit will be required to secure a spot on this expedition. Payment terms will be outlined in the terms and conditions on your invoice.

